FACETTENKANNE
ST JOHN OUSEGATE YORK – SUBSTANTIAL ENGRAVED DANZIG FLAGON

CONDITION – excellent if now very dark.
Likely made 1640-1650 see Pewter Society Article of Spring 2006 by Jan
Gadd. Overall height of 17 ¾” and table to rim height of 14”. Diameter
at base 7 5/16” and at rim 5 ¼”. This weighs a substantial 9lbs 14 ozs. It
was cast in the round and worked in the lathe to produce the panels.
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FACETTENKANNE
On 12 June 1998 Dr P R Newman F. R. Hist. S wrote privately to Mr Gadd (UK
Pewter Society Librarian) to say that Dr Higginson, the Rector of Holy Trinity
Micklegate has given his permission for private research and examination of the
flagon. (the flagon came from St John’s Ousebridge when that parish was
merged with Holy Trinity and the Church closed.
The letter is on a York Minster heading and the address of the sender given as St
William’s College. 5 College Street, York YO1 2Jf
The file Jan Gadd made was simply written –
FACETTENKANNE YORK MINSTER YORK
Also, loosely written on this file is - Gt Gonerby
An undated Note from a Louise Hampson MA Manager of Collections mentions
sending Jan Gadd copies of his letters of 1998 onwards.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
This is what the file holds summarised from numerous loose papers.
There is no apparent order within the file.
There is an illustration taken from the Surtees Society publication and copied as
shown below.
..................................................................................................................................
The Importance of this piece is firstly in its scarcity and secondly in its likely
early dating from around 1642 - in the reign of Charles 1st - and more
particularly in what this discovery tells us about York merchant activity at that
date and through the Government of the Commonwealth. It shows a decided
contrast between this and English production of Pewter in the period.
This writer having applied at the last (and inconvenient) moment before a visit
to York Minster was unable to take his own photos - having failed to find the Jan
Gadd full size photographs - it is hoped in the future the Minster will either send
or permit photographs to help complete this record of Jan Gadd's research (as
far the papers in his files permitted).

There is a sizing diagram worked by hand and annotated roughly
by hand See following –

There is a letter of 22/06/1998 from Jan Gadd to Dr Newman celebrating Dr
Newman’s discovery and giving thoughts on making and provenance.
22/06/98
Dear Dr Newman,
North German Flagon
Att Dr P.R. Newman
Thank you for your letter dated June 12. We shall be leaving for a
holiday in Sweden shortly but I would like to come up and have a look at
the flagon again before we leave, if it could be arranged.
You have discovered an item of some importance and I feel that the
flagon deserves to be not only well recorded, but also well published
somewhere and possibly even more importantly, to have the flagon
"washed clean". The awful black coating is either years of black shoepolishing
or a single coat of black Crown Gloss, put on some time ago to
camouflage on-setting (mild, I'm sure) corrosion. Scuff-marks around
the base reveal the true state of the metal which is good. I enclose a scan
of a much smaller "first cousin", now in a church in Sweden which is
probably a secondary use.
The name "Facetten-kanne" (give me a good name for it in English,
please!) refers to the Guild flagons of Silesia from c. 1490 were this
formed- (not in the mould) and engraved diamond-panelled pattern with
religious motives developed, based on the straight sided, slightly
tapering flagon-form. These flagons were enormous, often 25-30" tall.
Filled with a liquid they could not be lifted, but were dragged across the
table and tilted to fill the beaker although most of the largest flagons
were fitted with a (bronze) spout-arrangement for easier handling. This
"dragging" gave birth to the name "Schleif-kanne", meaning "dragflagon"
for these enormous flagons. The use was profane, however,
(sorry!) but the secondary use was often religious because of the original
engraving, I think. The manufacturing centre was Germanic Breslau
(now in Poland) and the flagon-type spread north to Germanic Posen
(now the Polish province of Poznan) and "funnelled out" to the Baltic
states of the Duchy of Mecklenburg and East and West

There are 3 x A4 sheets of separate letters which describe the flagon and give
some likely history and some speculation. These are date the 7th and 8th of
December 2000 and are from Jan Gadd as shown.
Pomerania/Poland. (The region was known as the Polish Corridor
between WW I and 11.)
Only nine Silesian flagons of the early 16th Century have survived (three

were destroyed during WWII). Your flagon would probably be of the
1580-1650 period.
The three different marks on your flagon immediately gave it away as
"non-Silisian" where you find "W" for the capital Breslau "Wratislava",
now Wroclaw in Poland - political correctness is very difficult to observe
in this part of Europe. These marks seem to point at the Baltic provinces.
My guess is that the flagon originated in Germanic Pomerelia/W est
Prussia, possibly in Danzig (then an autonomous City under the Kings of
Poland) or Elbing. You can see from the enclosed photocopies that the
"Cross of the Knights" is common in town marks in the region and I
think I can see one ( or more?) such cross in the top right mark. The
Teutonic Order seem to have founded or captured most of the Baltic
Cities east of Lubeck on behalf of the German Hansa. I will have to have
a very close look at the marks for Master's initials to go any further with
the identification.
If you research the provenance of the flagon, you may be interested in a
joint effort for our Journal? I can well understand that "travelling clergy"
found these flagons irresistible, thus Sweden and Micklegate?
Best wishes,

Jan Gadd
08.12.00
Dear Dr Newman,
York "Facettenkanne"
Just a few lines to report my progress.
The flagon was made in Danzig, Prussia which is clear from the Prussian eagle in one
mark and the two crowned Maltese crosses in the second mark which is the town
mark of Danzig. Danzig (now Gdansk) is and was an important shipping port on the
Baltic and was between the wars in the Polish corridor but was controlled by
Germany. This may be of interest for the provenance of the piece? The Poles built
nearby Gdynia for similar shipping purposes between the wars.
The third mark indicates a member of the Felske family of dynastic and important
Danzig pewterers. The older members of the family are not represented with
marks/objects in the books, but my provisional guess is that the maker is Matthis
Felske, Master and burgher to Danzig in 1595 rather than his son, Georgen Felske,
Master in 1626 which may be too late for this flagon. I have sent out a few enquiries
and will keep you posted as to confirmation of my theory.
John Dacombe is currently giving chase to the Bosse influence on the other panels.
All the detailed photos of each panel came out reasonably well, so John's job should
be straight forward. Have you found out anything about the provenance from St
John's Ousebridge?
As to cleaning, I would be willing to arrange for this to be done if you do not have

access to a restorer in York. It would have to be an on-trust undertaking, much the
same as when the Pewter Society restored your famous York candlesticks.
It may also interest you to learn that I have unearthed and purchased a fourth pair of
pewter cluster stem candlesticks in Sweden. They were made in London by Francis
Lea and are engraved with Swedish names and the date December 8, 1668.
I enclose a somewhat more ambitious survey of baroque period candlesticks than the
previous one.
Best wishes,
E-mail: jan.gadd@which.net
08.12.00
Dear Mr Bronner,
Facettenkanne in York Minster Museum
Nobody knows exactly when it arrived there, but they are working on it.
It was cast cylindrical and the facets formed after casting as you can see from the
(poor) photographs. I think it was perhaps made c. 1630-40 because of the general
style of lid, base, knop etc. The thumbpiece has a grotesque mask in late renaissance
style; the mask repeated underneath the handle terminal. (I have seen this on handles
from Niimberg c. 1600.)
What makes it remarkable is the engraved panels showing secular rather than religious
"chevalier" designs originated by Abraham Bosse (born in Tours 1602, worked in
Paris). Bosse's engravings became very popular indeed in Europe as you know. The
smaller panels are more traditional with animals with stylised flowers, also in late
renaissance style.
The three-touch marking on the handle seems to take it to Pomerania/Prussia - can
you identify the marks? It is easier to look at the photograph with the smaller marks
on the handle than the larger one. The single headed eagle is looking left and the town
mark has two Maltese crosses; one on top of the other but also something else above
it? This could be Elbing but much more likely Danzig? Hintze III:283 Benjamin
Felske has a similar combination of marks. He also uses arrows crossed with another
devise (?) in his Master touch. He is, however, too late for this flagon in my opinion.
The Felskes seem to be a dynastic pewtering family, and his father (?) No. 244
Georgen Felske could be a likely candidate, or possibly even his father No. 233
Matthis Felske? Have you any marks and notes about this family?
How an important (the engravings) secular Facettenkanne from Danzig(?) came to
end up in one of England's oldest and most important cathedrals in York is an
interesting question? Could it have been stolen from a Museum during World War II?
Would Franziskanerkloster have a list oflost objects - have you contacts there?
I look forward with interest to hearing from you.
Best wishes,
Jan Gadd

07.12.00
Dear John,
York Minster "Facettenkanne"
Well done for spotting the Abraham Bosse connection. All other "diamond-flagons" I have
seen have religious decoration.
The earliest flagons of this kind are late 15th century, but the fashion lasted for a long time.
They originated in Silisia (Breslau/Wroclaw) but modest versions have turned up in the
Germanic Baltic region, what is now Germany/Poland/Russia (old Pomerania/Prussia). This
one is 1600 - 1630 in pewter detail and typical are the decorative renaissance remnants in
the shape of the grotesque mask on thumbpiece repeated underneath the handle terminal
which I have seen on Niimberg pieces of c. 1600. It is incredibly well made as you know - all
parts are of substantial weight and are well turned. The lathe marks are very clear inside,
put there before the forming of the facets. The York flagon is pitch black and I will have to
talk Dr Newman into having it cleaned - the engravings will show up the way they were
intended to.
The forming technique after casting/turning was well established in this part of Germany by
1630 ("dead-end" examples are also known in Niirnberg and Austria, the technique
probably transferred via the "wandering journeymen"). Pewtering in England at this time
was in its infancy as you know, and it is not conceivable that the forming could have been
done in England on a cylindrical flagon made in Prussia. This in tum means that the
engraving was probably done where it was made. I cannot see a problem here; what I have
read about Bosse's graphic designs is that they had a popular spread all over Europe?
I will, however, ester Dr. Newman to see how far back he can trace the English provenance.
It was made in Danzig, now Gdansk in Poland, by a member of the dynastic pewtering
family Felske, either Matthis Felske, Master in 1595 or his son Georgen Felske, Master in
1626. This area is not fully represented with marks and I am awaiting a response from a
contact there.
It would be nice if you could establish if all the panels feature modified Bosse engravings
( the Cavalier about to draw his sword most certainly is)? Almost all figures are standing in
front of a town scene which is an idea also used by the relief pewter mould engravers of
Niimberg during the same period - are these too featured on Bosse's engravings? The
motives in the smaller panels are more common in pewter and are typical of the late
renaissance period with stylised flowers and animals. You see these on pewter toys and
very commonly on ladies pewter hip-chains of the second half of the 16th century in the
Netherlands. Original designs/engravings could possibly be traced to Niimberg/Italy?
I think the item is well worth a write-up somewhere, and we could perhaps produce a joint
effort - was it nicked during WWI or II?
Best wishes,
Jan Gadd

John (Dacombe) - and Mr Bronner - are unknown to this writer. Their identities
may become apparent. Dr Newman is assumed to be the first named above in
paragraph one.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
A 2-page letter undated to Dr Newman and referring to the Facettenkanne has
various speculation.
It also shows that a former Pewter Society Member’s scrap book had some
interesting notes on the flagon.
It was apparently mentioned in a Church (of St John) Inventory of 1649.
The page was cut from a book without reference or clue of origin.
Jan Gadd also finds detail of a similar decorated panelled flagon but not quite
the same in another Church from the same region. He speculates a merchant of
York might have imported such flagons for the gentry (English flagons at the
time being very plain).
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
The Note blow compares two Danzig Flagons known of – one in York one in
Gonerby, Lincolnshire.

The Gonerby Flagon is also in scattered information in this Jan Gadd file
and when assembled as best will be shown in another document.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

-----Original Message----From: Jan Gadd [mailto:jan.gadd@which.net]
Sent: 14 September 2002 13:54
To: Louise Hampson
Subject: Re: Pewter flagon
Dear Mrs Hampson,
In your letter dated May 20 you promised to send a digital image which
you never did · Since we spoke last, I have located a book
R.W.K. Hinton 'The Eastland Trade and the Common Weal', Cambridge Un
Press, 1959
which deals with the Baltic trade. The Eastland Company was London based
receiving its privileges in 1579 and a monopoly on the Baltic ·trade. The
most important port by far was Danzig/Gdansk where massive exports of
English finished cloth went. The return trade was chiefly Polish rye
(for third countries). There were merchant members from the east coast
too, noteably York (with a York residence researched by Miss Maude
Sellars in 1906), Hull, Newcastle and Ipswich, also with residencies. A
bulk admission to the Eastland Company of 28 York merchants took place
in 1662 arranged for by Mr Deputy Horner of York. The Company had no
less than 30 English residents at Danzig in 1651/1656.
I was not aware of the importance of the Danzig trade but this makes the
discovery of Danzig pewter flagons in the York area somewhat less than
surprising, especially considering the very basic or even dull shapes of
the English made flagons in the middle of the 17th century!

Jan Gadd finds from the Bodleian Library’s pre-1920 Catalogue a
listing relating to the Bosse family and the writings about or by them
(all for first name Abraham from 1643 to 1745 - the catalogue was
‘on-line’)
His interest in Abraham Bosse is because he believes the designs on
some of the panels on this Flagon are copies of Bosse designs.
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22 March 2002
Jan A Gadd
The Malt House
Upton-upon..Sevem
Worcs
WR80JD
Dear Mr Gadd,
Your letter regarding the pewter designs has been passed onto me by Frances Carey. I have
looked at our collection of Bosse prints and have identified a few of the figures that appear in
your nagons, but not all. Please find attached the photocopies that you sent for details.
Unfortunately, the catalogue raissolle of Bosse' s works is not particularly strong on
ill ustrations so I checked the photocopies against our own collection which is good, although
not complete. It appears that al l the male figures are based on Bosse's series entitled 'Le
Jardin de la Noblesse Francais', 1629, but the female figures do not bare any resemblance to
those in Bosse's prints. Indeed, they seem to be much earlier in date. I also checked Jacques
CaUot's works which influenced Bosse and may have been another souroe, but to no avail. I
hope this infor mation helps a lit tle at least.
Yours sincerely

Julia Nurse

I

CONFUSION IN THIS FILE THE IMAGE
IS EXACTLY THE SAME AS FOR THE
FACETTEKANNE AT YORK MINSTER
ATTRIBUTED TO ST JOHN THE
EVANGELIST YORK
ALSO SHOWN IN THIS FILE AS
ST GILES CHURCH YORK
BUT ACTUALLY - THE PROPERTY IN
1998 OF HOLY TRINITY MICKLEGATE
YORK.
WHY THEN ST GILES? – ANSWER SO
FAR – UNKNOWN.

The lid

THE FOOT ENGRAVING

Closer to the lid

The seven central panels
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And the (6 of) seven top panels

Is this the same as previous and
my photography mistake!

Followed by six of the seven lower panels
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Thank.you foe youc letter of the: 22nd with the cnclo s1uc.:s.
J attach to this letter a photocopy s�t to 11e by John Daeaabe,
a member of the Pewter Society who re sides .at 23 Charter Road,
Rugby, WarwicltsbiC"C CY22 SHX.
'l'ou will !:;CC insbt.ntly tb.-llt
the picture he has !:cnt to me cor c;Cspond5 in all e5scntials
to one of the il luist["ations on the !L agan, a.l tho09h the no.tu["e
of the connection - which iinita.tcd v hich? - l c::a..o' t co11111ent
on.
I t):>ld Jlc- Daecmbe y® would probably contact him, he is
keen to help and has a LaE"ge library of il l us trative 11aterial
fC'OIII the e&rl.y and mid 17th c entury.
l w il l do vb.at t can to trace the p rovenance of thi5 fla90n.
l :.ho..11 al50 put to the Rectoc th,at the f'laCJOll need.ts to be
elee.ned.
Are you proposing to undertake this, or to have it
done?
The arrangeme:nts if tba rector consents vill neod
be scrupulous as to .seeur-ity, insurance etc.

to

lf you w ish to cmie up soon, pl�!:we coni:.ult 111c. by 'phone.
Plea!:.<e
This i� a bu!;f pcdod b ut t' 11 fit you in if t ca.n.
Date fo r your f uture use I a.11 away .1n Prance 28 August - 22
kpt r .

http://expositions.bnf.fr/bosse/grand/044.htm

Abraham Bosse

Abraham Bosse d'apres Jean de Saint-lgny (v. 1597-1647)
Le Jardi n de la noblesse frani;:aise, 1629: Le Saint-Esprit
Eau-forte. 140 x 94 au coup de planche
BNF Est., coll. Hennin, 2201-2208
Suite de vingt pieces representant des hommes et des femmes a la mode, le
plus souvent dans des paysages. La plupart sont de !'invention de Saint-lgny,
mais certaines ne portent pas de nom et d'autres portent !'indication que c'est
Bosse lui-meme qui en est la fois le graveur et l'inventeur.

a

Corps de face, visage de profil a droite, ii tient une cravache de la main droite ; ii a le
Saint-Esprit brode sur sa veste.

En bas,

I of I

a gauche : De St Jgny Jn' / A Bosse fecit.

18/01/2006 11 :27
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Abraham Bosse d'apres Jean de Saint-lgny (v. 1597-164 7)
Le Jardin de la noblesse fran�aise, 1629 : Titre
Eau-forte, quelques retouches au burin. 149 x 95 au coup de planche
BNF Est, coll. Hennin, 2201-2208
Suite de vingt pieces representant des hommes et des femmes a la mode, le
plus souvent dans des paysages. La plupart sont de !'invention de Saint-lgny,
mais certaines ne portent pas de nom et d'autres portent !'indication que c'est
Bosse lui-meme qui en est a la fois le graveur et l'inventeur. Deux
gentilshommes, appuyes a une balustrade, bavardent sur une terrasse, tandis
qu'a leur droite revasse un hallebardier. Au-dessous d'eux s'etend un jardin
agremente de parterres et de charmilles frequente par des promeneurs.
En haut, sur une draperie : Le lardin de la Noblesse Frani;:oise I dans lequel ce peut
Ceuillir / leur manierre de Vettements IF. L. D. Ciartres excudit I Ao 1629 Auec
Preuilege du Roy. Dans la marge inferieure : A PARIS chez Melchior Tauernier
Graueur et lmprimeur I du Roy pour les Tailles douces demeurant en Lisle du I Palais
sur le Quay qui reguarde la Megisserie a l'Espic d'Or / ABosse in. et fecit.

I of I

18/01/2006 11:34

Abraham Bosse

http://expositions.bnf.fr/bosse/grand/016.htm

Abraham Bosse d'apres Jean de Saint-lgny (v. 1597-1647)
La Noblesse fram;aise a l'eglise, v. 1629: Un homme marchant de
face
Eau-forte. 153 x 97 au coup de planche
BNF Est., coll. Hennin, 2242-2247
Suite de douze planches, dont le titre, chacune representant un homme ou une
femme a la mode a l'interieur d'une eglise. Gravee par Abraham Bosse d'apres
Saint-lgny qui l'edite a ses frais, ii n'est pas impossible qu'elle soit anterieure
aux deux autres suites.
Dans la marge inferieure,
droite : Bosse jnsidit.

1 of 1

a gauche : De S.t lgny jnuen et excud Cum Pri Regis, et a

18/01/200611:28

Abraham Bosse

http://expositions.bnf.fr/bosse/grand/046.htm
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Abraham Bosse d'apres Jean de Saint-lgny (v. 1597-1647)
Le Jardin�e la noblesse fran�aise, 1629: Le Joueur de mail

Eau-forte. 140 x 94 au coup de planche
BNF Est., coll. Hennin, 2201-2208

a

Suite de vingt pieces representant des hommes et des femmes la mode, le
plus souvent dans des paysages. La plupart sont de !'invention de Saint-lgny,
mais certaines ne portent pas de nom et d'autres portent !'indication que c'est
Bosse lui-meme qui en est la fois le graveur et l'inventeur.

a

En bas

I of I

a droite : A Bosse Jn, et fecit.

18/01/2006 11 :26

Abraham Bosse

http://expositions.bnf.fr/bosse/grand/045.htm
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Abraham Bosse d'apres Jean de Saint-lgn (v. 1597-1647)
Le Jardin de la noblesse ran
9 : L'Homme a la cravache
Eau-forte. 140 x 92 au coup de planche
BNF Est., coll. Hennin, 2201-2208

a

Suite de vingt pieces representant des hommes et des femmes la mode, le
plus souvent dans des paysages. La plupart sont de !'invention de Saint-lgny,
mais certaines ne portent pas de nom et d'autres portent !'indication que c'est
Bosse lui-meme qui en est la fois le graveur et l'inventeur.

a

En bas,

I of 1

a gauche : De St Jgny Jn, et a droite : A Bosse fecit.

18/01/200611:25

Http://es.rice.edu/ES/humsoc/Galileo/Catalog/Files/bosse.html

Bosse, Abraham
Note: the creators of the Galileo Project and this catalogue cannot answer email on gcneological questions.

1. Dates
Born: Tours, 1602
Died: France, 14 February 1676
Dateinfo: Dates Certain
Lifespan: 14
2. Father
Occupation: Artisan
His father was a master tailor.
No information on financial status.
3. Nationality
Birth: Tours, France
Career: Paris, France
Death: France
4. Education (
Schooling: No University
Bosse began to study engraving at age 13. He lived in the house of the master cloclanake, Jean
Sarrabat, presumably as an apprentice leaving engraving. He subsequently married Sarrabat's
daughter.
5. Religion
Affiliation: Calvinist
6. Scientific Disciplines
Primary: Mathematics
Bosse published several works on geometry and graphic techniques. He was Girard Desargues's
most ardent propagandist. Through his efforts Desargues's methods achieved some success
among artists of the 17th century.
7. Means of Support
Primary: Art, Publishing
Secondary: Schoolmastering
He settled in Paris around 1625 and worked as a draftsman and engraver. When he first arrived in
Paris, he lodged with Melchior Tavernier, an engraver and publisher, for whom Bosse worked.
They had a long an amicable friendship, and Bosse gradually came to be an equal. Tavernier
eventually became controlleur of the house of the Duke of Orleans and abandoned his shop,
which Bosse took over. After Tavemier's death (1665), Bosse continued to lease the shop from
Tavernier's heirs.
From 1648, when he was given permission by the Academie de Peinture to give lectures, Bosse
was recognized as a professor, although he was not a member. Although nothing is said about
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income, I find it impossible to believe that he did not receive fees. In 1651, he was made an
honorary member. Due to his love of polemics and his bellicose nature, he was removed in 1661.
8. Patronage
Type: None

Bosse was Girard Desargues' most ardent supporter. (Desargues had presented a universal
method for perspective as early as 1636.) I don't know what the relation between them was, but I
am not listing this as patronage.
9. Technological Involvement
Type: Applied Mathematics

Pratical applications of geometry.
10. Scientific Societies
Memberships: None
'
He became involved in controversies, and lost his membership in the Academie Royale de
Peinture et de Sculpture.

Bosse made the acquaintance of Jean de Saint-lgny, an artist in the circle of Jacues Callot, with
whom he evidently collaborated.
Sources
1. M.L. Blumer's article on Bosse in Dictionaire de biographie francaise, VI, (Paris, 1954), cols.
1146-1147.
2. A. Blum, Abraham Bosse et la societe francaise du dix-septieme siecle, Paris, 1925.
3. A. Valabregue, Abraham Bosse, Paris, 1892.
4. Michaud, Biographie universelle, 5, 222-3.
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